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Bipolar disorder, also known as manic-depressive illness, is a brain disorder that causes unusual shifts in mood, 
energy, activity levels, and the ability to carry out day-to-day tasks.

These moods range from periods of extremely “up,” elated, and energized behavior (known as manic episodes) 
to very sad, “down,” or hopeless periods (known as depressive episodes). Less severe manic periods are known 
as hypomanic episodes.

People with bipolar disorder experience periods of unusually intense emotion, changes in sleep patterns and 
activity levels, and unusual behaviors. These distinct periods are called “mood episodes.” Mood episodes are 
drastically different from the moods and behaviors that are typical for the person. Extreme changes in energy, 
activity, and sleep go along with mood episodes.

People having a manic episode may: People having a depressive episode may:

- Feel very “up,” “high,” or elated
- Have a lot of energy
- Have increased activity levels
- Feel “jumpy” or “wired”
- Have trouble sleeping
- Become more active than usual
- Talk really fast about a lot of different things
- Be agitated, irritable, or “touchy”
- Feel like their thoughts are going very fast
- Think they can do a lot of things at once
- Do risky things, like spend a lot of money or have 
reckless sex

- Feel very sad, down, empty, or hopeless
- Have very little energy
- Have decreased activity levels
- Have trouble sleeping, sleep too little or too much
- Feel like they can’t enjoy anything
- Feel worried and empty
- Have trouble concentrating
- Forget things a lot
- Eat too much or too little
- Feel tired or “slowed down”
- Think about death or suicide

Sometimes a mood episode includes symptoms of both manic and depressive symptoms. This is called an 
episode with mixed features. People experiencing an episode with mixed features may feel very sad, empty, or 
hopeless, while at the same time feeling extremely energized.

Bipolar disorder can be present even when mood swings are less extreme. For example, some people with 
bipolar disorder experience hypomania, a less severe form of mania. During a hypomanic episode, an individual 
may feel very good, be highly productive, and function well. The person may not feel that anything is wrong, but
family and friends may recognize the mood swings and/or changes in activity levels as possible bipolar disorder. 
Without proper treatment, people with hypomania may develop severe mania or depression.

Proper diagnosis and treatment help people with bipolar disorder lead healthy and productive lives. Talking with 
a doctor or other licensed mental health professional is the first step for anyone who thinks he or she may have 
bipolar disorder. The doctor can complete a physical exam to rule out other conditions. If the problems are not 
caused by other illnesses, the doctor may conduct a mental health evaluation or provide a referral to a trained 
mental health professional, such as a psychiatrist, who is experienced in diagnosing and treating bipolar disorder.

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/bipolar-disorder/index.shtml

See also:
https://www.nami.org/bipolar
https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/bipolar-disorders/what-are-bipolar-disorders



Everyone must have two pockets, with a note in each pocket, so that he or she can reach into the one or the other,
depending on the need. When feeling lowly and depressed, discouraged or disconsolate, one should reach into 
the right pocket, and, there, find the words: "For my sake was the world created." But when feeling high and 
mighty one should reach into the left pocket, and find the words: "I am but dust and ashes."

— attributed to Rabbi Simcha Bunim of Peschischa, Buber, Martin (1948). Tales of the Hasidim: Later Masters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simcha_Bunim_of_Peshischa#Stories_and_oral_teachings
https://www.dorsheitzedek.org/divrei-torah/rabbi-toba-spitzer?post_id=358114

כל העולם כולו גשר צר מאוד והעיקר לא לפחד כלל
Kol ha'olam kulo gesher tzar me'od, v'ha'ikar lo l'fached klal.
The whole entire world is a very narrow bridge, and the essential thing is not to be afraid at all.

— adapted from a saying of Reb. Nachman of Bratslav  
https://rodephshalom.wordpress.com/2014/09/26/rabbi-nachman-and-mental-illness-erev-rosh-hashanah-5775

———

“Reb Nachman tells us not to fear at all.  How do we do that?  We do it through balance.”  Moshe put his
hands out wide.  “I'd like it even better if I had a balance beam, with weights on either end.  Then I could hold it
and feel secure on my narrow bridge.  Here's a way of putting out a balance beam.  If you like, you can close
your eyes and follow this story along with me...”

“I am not two separate people.  You are not two separate people.  Each of you is one person.  There is
one balance beam with two ends.  If you find the right place towards the center, you can keep your balance.  So
there are three points to note on this balance beam.  There is the end to the left, the end to the right, and the point
toward the center where you grab hold.  That becomes the foundation of your balance.”

Moshe drew a balance beam bending under a weight on either side.  He drew a circle to his left which he
labeled Hod.  The circle he drew to his right he labeled Netzach. The circle he drew in the middle of the beam he
labeled Yesod.  “These Hebrew words are nice-to-know,” he said.  “The feeling, the experience you just had is
need-to-know for anyone who wants some balance in the pursuit of Jewish mystical discipline.”

“Hod is usually translated as majesty.  How should we understand this?  Your true majesty in this vast
universe extends to no more than a mote of dust.  Something like that. Netzach has two meanings.  It means
eternity and victory.  Your eternity and victory is your ability to relate through space and time.”

“This beam” — he tapped the board — “is a continuum of energy.  If it is interrupted, the result is a
personality disorder.  Imbalance to this side, toward Netzach, results in grandiosity; to this side, toward Hod,
inferiority, low self-esteem.  Balance comes not from the mastery of the vocabulary, but from the extension of
the balance beam.  With practice, with exercise, you can extend this beam farther and farther, out to the left and
out to the right.  Your balance becomes more secure.”

— adapted from The Seventh Telling by Mitch Chefitz, pp. 291-294
http://mitchellchefitz.com/seventh-home.htm

———

The Rabbis taught: Four entered the Pardes...  Ben Zoma gazed and was harmed. Regarding him the verse states,
“Did you find honey? Eat as only much as you need, lest you be overfilled and vomit it” (Proverbs 25:16).

— Babylonian Talmud Hagigah 14b

How Did Ben Zoma go mad? He saw that the distance between the upper and lower waters, the separation of the 
firmament, are but three finger-breadths. 

https://www.matthewkressel.net/2015/09/18/36-days-of-judaic-myth-day-11-the-four-who-entered-paradise/



A Tree Meditation

Close your eyes, and take a few deep, slow breaths.

Picture yourself in a valley surrounded by tall mountains.
It's late evening.  There's still a little color in the west, but the stars are coming out.
In the valley is a meadow, and in the meadow is a little pond, and by the pond is a little tree.

Imagine yourself as this tree, looking up at the mountains and the sky.
All around you, the mountains rise, tall cliffs of sheer, bare stone, capped with snow.
The mountains are very big, and this little tree is very small.
Far beyond even the mountains, the starry sky stretches overhead, vast, remote, unreachable.
The sky is very big, and this little tree is very small.

Feel that smallness.  Lean into it a little.
Imagine yourself shrinking back from the vastness of the mountains and the sky in awe.
But also hold onto the feeling that this little tree is deeply rooted.
As small as it is, it is also firmly established.
Hold onto that feeling of being small, yet rooted, for a few moments.

Now, picture a tree that stretches up into heaven.
The mountains themselves are simply the folds of its vast roots.
Its spreading branches shade and shelter the whole world.
Its crown reaches up among the stars, which swirl around it like so many fireflies.

Imagine yourself as this world-tree.
Your roots and branches embrace all of creation.
You can touch, and relate to, and affect every mountain, every star.
Imagine yourself exulting in your power to touch all of creation, to reach across space and time.

Feel that vastness.  Lean into it a little.
But also hold onto the feeling that this vast tree is deeply rooted.
As huge as it is, it won't outgrow its connection to the Earth.
Hold onto that feeling of being vast, yet rooted, for a few moments.

Now, try to hold onto the smallness and the vastness at the same time.
You might imagine holding the smallness in one hand and the vastness in the other.
Feel for the point of balance between them.
When you find that point of balance, hold onto it for a few moments.

Then, take a deep breath, and open your eyes.

עץ חיים היא למחזיקים בה
Etz chayyim hi l'machazikim bah.

She is a Tree of Life to those who hold fast to her.

— Proverbs 3:18



“Summer Wolf, Winter Wolf”
lyrics and music by Benjamin Newman

Perhaps you've heard the story of two wolves inside your head
Each doomed to fight the other until one of them is dead
One "good", the other "evil", and the one you feed will win
Well, that's how that story ends, but this is where my tale begins

I've met two wolves within me — though perhaps a different pair —
The one was hope and happiness, the other blank despair
Knowing each wolf in its season, at some cost I learned the truth
To make it safely through these woods, I have to feed them both

When the winter wolf runs wild, he is doubt, despair, and fear
He stalks the haunted shadows in the dark half of the year
Too many die beneath his jaws, or cower when he's named
But he could be an ally yet, if he could but be tamed

        The summer wolf is wonder, aspiration and delight
        He romps through blooming meadows where the sun is shining bright
        He gives me cheerful confidence in what I might achieve
        But he as well has given some who know him cause to grieve

For the summer wolf, gone rabid, turns the hope to dream and try
To blind faith that leaps from lofty cliffs, believing it can fly
Aspiration to ambition, joy to madness, love to lust
Too many leap, and fall, and break, when he betrays their trust

        Wolf of summer, teach me courage, teach me laughter, teach me joy
        Run with me to fetch and play with every shining toy
        Help me claim my place among the brightest and the best
        But sit at heel and silent when it’s time for me to rest

Wolf of winter, teach me prudence, teach me caution, teach me care
To watch the path before me and know when I must beware
Acceptance of my limits, and humility to say:
I know when I am overmatched, I'll fight another day

I have two wolves within me, to guide me through this land
And I'd be lost if either gained and kept the upper hand
Instead of watching, waiting, while they fight 'til one is dead
I'll harness them together, and I'll yoke them to a sled

The winter wolf will watch the left, the summer wolf the right
Through winter and through summer, straight between the dark and light
To reach my destination, yes, the summer wolf must lead
But I'll be damned the day I pick just one of them to feed

https://bn-songbook.dreamwidth.org/36330.html



“The Incident”
by Benjamin Newman

An alchemist one day discovered an urge
To summon an angel, and kiss her, and merge
Divinity draws us, we long for the sky
And we don't always know what we're seeking, or why

He set up a lab, and he gathered a team
He gave it his all in pursuit of his dream
He acquired the notebooks of those who'd succeeded
But they sat on his bookshelf, unread... and unheeded

The alchemist didn't know what he was doing
Didn't realize the power of what he was brewing
Didn't take the precautions — not meaning to shirk —
But the work drove the madness, and the madness the work

The field was established, the vessels were filled
And gradually energy started to build
The portal was small, but it slowly took form
And the air in the lab grew concerningly warm

In rare, fleeting moments the angel was seen
But always a pane of glass stood in between
And he could have stopped there — the next stage would be rough
But to see and not touch her was never enough

At last he was ready, at least so he thought
But he knew he was doing it, ready or not
He said to his team: This is it, wish me luck!
Stepped into the field, flipped the switch — lightning struck

The field flared and flickered, the vessels all cracked
The terrified team were all taken aback
After all the hard work, after all their devotion
The portal collapsing... the shock... the explosion...

Sharp shards and hot god-stuff went all over the lab
The alchemist was scalded, his assistant was stabbed
The whole team ran, screaming — no one looked back again —
And they taped up the door: theohazard, type ten

The lab was in ruins, to clean up took a year
But when it was done, and the rubble was cleared
And the shards were all sorted, and disposed of with care
The field was still up, and the angel was there

Her robes were in tatters, her wings were unwound
The fall had been brutal, the portal unsound
After all of the damage, to merge was too much
But at least she was there — they could speak, they could touch



In time she recovered, her presence was healing
Her countenance kind, her expression revealing
She spoke of the dangerous game he had played
And he swore he would learn, and she smiled, and she stayed

Now, the alchemist could have been broken by guilt
But he worked through his fears, and the lab was rebuilt
And the field was restarted, though not quite as strong
And it still hums away, generating new songs

If you summon an angel, be wise and beware
Take every precaution, take time to prepare
Renew your commitment, check all your equipment
And take it from me, 'cause I know — I was there

https://bn-songbook.dreamwidth.org/21093.html

“When I Fall Up”
lyrics and music by Benjamin Newman

You're always there to catch me when I fall
And when my world turns upside down I need You most of all
Help me plant my feet against the sky
Teach me how to land when I believe that I can fly

Your words are sweet, You ground my feet
Your mercy fills my cup
And You were there to catch me
When I fell Up

I couldn't shut my wings for being proud
Now I'm clinging in sheer terror to the bottom of a cloud
Hoping I don't slide into the blue
But I remember what You promised, so I'm reaching out to You

Your words are pure, Your hands are sure
Your wisdom fills my cup
And You'll be there to catch me
When I fall Up

Now seven years I've stood on solid ground
I thought that I was lost, but, Lady, by Your grace I'm found
And thinking I might test my wings once more
With Your guidance I won't make the same mistakes I did before

Your words are true, my trust's in You
Your vision fills my cup
I'll fly with You beside me
And I won't fall Up

https://bn-songbook.dreamwidth.org/42702.html


